
Klaus Meer, Lehrstuhl Theoretische Informatik BTU Cottbus–Senftenberg

Cryptography (28.3.2022)
- Guidelines for the Re-Exam -

The exam takes place at Monday, March 28, 11:00h to 12:30h in room SR1 of building
ZHG. Due to the particular circumstances we are facing these days, we kindly ask you to respect
the following additional hints.

1. Please, arrive 15 minutes earlier. Wait outside until we ask you to enter the ZHG (Zentrales
Hörsaalgebäude) building.

2. Inform yourself on BTU’s webpage about the current rules for behaviour with respect to the
pandemic.

3. While waiting in front of the lecture hall until taking a seat within room SR1, please, wear
a mouth-nose cover. You may take it off during the examination. Put it on again when a
lecturer comes to you or when leaving the lecture hall. Keep distance from other people as
far as possible while waiting or taking a seat.

4. In SR1, those seats where you are allowed to sit are marked with an envelope which
contains the exam. Please, only use seats marked in this way. Do not touch the envelope
until the exam starts officially. Otherwise, this will be interpreted as an attempt to defraud
and you will fail the exam, automatically.

5. After taking a seat, please, put your student’s card to a desk next to you. We need to check
them before the exam starts.

6. When you finish your exam, put all the documents (task sheet, your solutions, auxiliary
calculations, etc.) into the envelope and leave it at your seat while you leave SR1. If
you happen to have an own stapling machine, we would appreciate if you bring it with you
and tack your material after the exam before putting it into the envelope. Otherwise, we will
do it later on.

7. Request getaways to the bathroom via a hand sign during the examination and wait for
a response of one of the lecturers.

Some other hints regarding the actual exam are listed below.

1. I’ll offer online a discussion session on Monday, March 21, 11h. Use the link:
https://idun.informatik.tu-cottbus.de/b/kla-sne-p0o-rcy

2. Keep writing paper ready, we will not provide any paper. Use a ballpoint pen with another
colour than red. You should not use a lead pencil.

3. You are allowed to bring with you two handwritten standard A4 pages of notes (either the
front and the back of a single sheet of paper OR (exclusive OR) the fronts of two sheets of
paper).

4. The use of electronic devices like calculators, smart watches, or smartphones is not allowed
during the exam. The use of other additional supplementary material like your lecture notes
or text books is also illegal.

5. Write your name clearly on each sheet of paper.

6. Read the tasks carefully.
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